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ABSTRACT
In

economics~

as in other fields, different, equally competent

researchers give different answers to policy-makers, leading to caution
and disaffection with empirical research.
replication.

A major underutilized tool is

We explore the replication process in attempting to shed

light on the question--which school resources help the learning of
junior high school age students?
Three forms of replication are used to test the "theory" derived from
mining the data on 553 eighth grade students in 42 schools in Philadelphia.
We examine (1) a larger, much less disaggregated data set (1541 students
in 52 schools), (2) a randomly selected, stored sample (465 students in
I

5.0 schools), and (3) a modification of the larger sample, using a missing
variable technique to develop estimators for the unsatisfactorily aggregated
data.
Interestingly enough, most "answers" were consistent throughout
the replications.

No matter how one looks at the data, the conclusion

that schools are not impotent, emerges:

organizational and teacher

characteristics affect learning growth, and the negative effects of race
and income can be traced through their impact on the absorption of
particular school inp4ts.
We conclude that education production coefficients can contribute
more to the policy reviews associated with budget cutbacks and declining
enrollments if efforts are made .toimprove their reliability by using pupilspecific, longitudinal data and by replicating.

Furthermore, encouragement

needs to be given--in education, as in other fields where large quantities
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of public resources are spent--to developing large, readily available·
data bases which are disaggregated, longitudinal, and have wide
geographicc.overage.

Such data would encourage the use oftbe

important tools of replication.

Improving the Use of Empirical Research as a Policy Tool:
An Application to Education

The process
clear.

~Y

As in other

which knowledge is accumulated in economics is not
fields~

different, equally competent researchers

give different answers to policy-makers.

Why do the answers differ so?

In many research areas--education, fertility, and history are examples-the existing body of theory does not carry the investigators very far.
With a set ·of priors which are not firmly established the researcher goes
to an examination of' the data to further. illuminate relationships.

The

data are mined, which .means, of course', that standard errors and t-statistics
do not really provide discriminatory guidelines for distinguishing the
stable relationships.

Such relationships can only be established by

documenting their robustness--by replication.

Despite· references to

replication in standard texts, however, it remains a greatly underutilized
tool.

I

There is a need to encourage its use and explore the techniques

and int.erpretation of multiple setl:) of results.
In this article, we take a coherent look at the equivalent of many
..studies addressing the problem--which school resources help learning?
objective is threefold:

The

(1) to use very rich data to shed new light on

what makes a difference to the junior high school age student, who has
been less studied; (2) to apply a missing variable technique for addressing
the sometimes encountered problem of having rich data for a small sample, and
poorer data for a large sample from the same population; .(3) to .lay out
the winnowing process of analyzing sets of results from several experiments-the number of reproduced results may be smaller than the number of significant
results from one experiment, but the confidence in them can be greater.

2

Why has this sort of procedure been done so rarely?

Sometimes

there may have been an insufficient number of observations.

(~n

the

literature of educational production functions, however, there are
generally observations to burn!)

More fundamentally, and curiously

enough, it hasn't been regarded as essential to common scientific prac~ice
in the social sciences.

It means, of course, that the investigator must

deal with the hazards of "explaining" different sets of results.

If the
,

results are different enough, the mnvestigator may perish, not publish.

2

And the economist's model would suggest that the incentives don't exist-~
tenure points are given for the value added by conclusions from new populations or new questions fr,om old populations, not for conclusions from
repeated samples from the same population.
The consequence is· that policy-makers receive empirical results that
are less than firmly rooted.

This, in part, explains why the world

frequently doesn't behave as predicted when policies are implemented.
. 3
And disaffection for empirical research, appropriately enough, sets In.

In this article, therefore, the process of replication in the field
of education production functions is explored.

Hore speci.fically, data for

large number of junior high school students in the Philadelphia Schoql
District are explored with the development of a hypothesized relationship
and three replications.

Comparisons are made between the policy

tions that flow from the prereplication and postreplication results.

And

the robust recommendations for increasing students' learning are identified
Section I describes the samples

c·~n.d

model estimation procedures for

'
1 experiment wit h a pUpl'1 -spec1.:LJ.~
'~i 4 data set, and for three
t h e J.nitia
forms of replication.

A summary of the major findings from these four

'3

experiments is presented in Section II.

The differences in policy

recommendations--the winnowing effect of replication--are discussed
in Section III.

1.

Some concluding remarks constitute Section IV.

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLES AND MODEL

ESTI}~TION

We had access to a very rich data base.

PROCEDURES

The number of observations

was large, and the d'ata were availahle on adisaggregated and longitudinal
basis.

The quality of these data allowed fora better exploration of the

question--what helps junior high school age students learn?--than has
been done previously.

The misleading,answers coming from aggregated data

(using school averages, rather than pupil-specific measures of teacher
characteristics, for example) h.i1Ve been avo.ided:

and it was possible to

explore the interactions of pupil characteristics with school inputs
[Summers and Wolfe, 1977].
All of the data used in this study are drawn from 1970/71 pupil
files for eighth grade pupils in the Philadelphia School District.
pupils attended junior high, K-8, and middle schools.

These

A two-year education

history was compiled for each pupil, including achievement test scores in
the sixth and eighth grades, and schools attended.

Socioeconomic informa-

tion was collected, including race and sex; and an estimated family income
was 'matched to each pupil by using his or her address.

5

The dependent

variable chosen is the change in a composite achievement test score over
the two-year period, sixth to eighth grades; it is the same for all samples.
This change ,formulation permits the prediction of the effect on pupil
learning of changes in educational input •

.

_-_._------

Four separate data sets were used to explore the replication process:
(A) a relatively small, pupil-specific data set;

(B) a large, less

disaggregated sample; (C) another sample drawn randomly from the less
pupil-specific data set; and (D) a constructed data set based on (B), but
"corrected" for the aggregate nature of the data--a variant of the missing
data problem.

The level of detail, particularly teacher quality and

attendance information, varies significantly by sample.

In each case,

the same basic equation is estimated, though some of the variables differ
in level of aggregation.

The use of (A) to form the hypothesized relation-

ships, which are then tested by (B), (C), and (D), is an attempt to accomod
the ·standard scientific procedure to the realities of the discipline.
A.

~mall,

Pupil-Specific Sample

The initial results are.based on data for 553 eighth grade pupils
who attended 42 schools.

The schools were randomly selected and the

pupils were randomly selected from these schools.

Deta:Ued data were

,',.)

obtained from files kept within the school; these included individual
pupil attendance records, test scores, family backgrounds, and the
teachers each pupil had.

This information was then matched to a teacher

file, so that each pupil's data file has, for his or her individual
English, Math, and Social Studies teachers,7 a fairly detailed set of
measurable characteristics of quality:

a rating of the undergraduate

institutions attended,8 National IT'eacher Examination scores, levels of
education completed, and years of experience as a teacher.

The pupil

information was also matched to information on theschool(s) attended:

--------

--------~-
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this included information on the principal's characteristics, racial
composition, percentage of high and low achievers, enrollment, age
and condition of the facilities, and class size by grade.
This sample is' the "ideal" one in terms of data--the one on which
453 regressions were run to arrive at the equation of "best fit," the one
which, in the absence of an agreed-upon body of theory to test, provides
~he

hypothesized relationship against which replications can be checked.

The calculated results of the "best fit" equation, our choice of the
appropriate specification, are listed in Table 1, Column (2).

A number

of functional forms for each of the variables have been examined.
variables and other nonlinearities were explored.

Dummy

Interactions between

pupil characteristics and school inputs (the relationship betWeen class
size and pupil's family income, for example) were extensively examined,
consistent with the generally accepted theory of educators that students of
different abilities react differently to the characteristics of their
schools, their peers, their teachers, and their programs.

All the f:ilUdings

were checked and rechecked against alternative specifications for robustness-only those variables which remained strong throughout the mining process
were retained.
flow.

Normally, this is the equation from which.policy conclusions

However, we regard these results as Step One--the development of a

hypothesized relationship between the change in achievement from sixth to
eighth grades and many inputs.
B.Large Sample Involving Less Pupil-Specific Data
Another sample was randomly drawn from the Philadelphia School
District's computerized record files; after a"small number were discarded'

1-

..

TABLE 1 - REGRES,; J llN RESl:I.TS FI1R Flll'H j.: \l;IiTlI latAill-: SA:·U;i.ES OF
j'HILADELI'HIA SCHOOL ;l1~TlnC'r sn:DE:-:TS. 1969-71 a
(t-\'allll'~ in par"'ntll~s"S)
Tests
Pupil-Spec if ic
Small Sample

Variables
( 1)
Sex

2.

(1) x L;)w Achievement
Low .'ch. = 1
2nd Ge~eration ~ative Born
Third-Grade Score

t.~ •

5.
6.
7

I.

B.
9.
:'0.

(4)2

Six:::l-Grade Score
Race (Black = 1)
Inco~

r.

Cnexcused A~sencesc,~
(9) x (6)t

= 30
(6) = 50
(6) = 80
(&)

11.
12.

13.
14.

15.

i6.

17.

Resid~ntial

Moves

(11) x (6)

(6) = 30
(6) = 50
(6) = 80
Rating of Social Studies
Teacher's Co11eg~f
(13) x (6)f

.63

(.73)

-'l.77

(-2.41)
(-2.58)
(2.13)
(2.41)
(-1.49)

-'-2.14
4.52
.52
-.004
-.38
-.36
-.21
.30
-.01
-.02
-.23
-.54
2.12
-.08
-.31
-1.92

-4.35
-3.06
.06
-1.28
-.09
1.69

(6) = 30
(6) = 50
(6) = 80
Ratin£
English Teacher's
t
College '
-2.10
(15) x (6)d,f
.04
(6) = 30
-.96
(6) = 50
-.21
(6) = 80
.9'3
English Teacher's Expcrienced,f -.54

05

Sample

(3)

(2)

1.

3.

Laq~e

~(-2.38)

(-.12)
(-L10)
(1.54)
(-2.69)
(-.20)
(-5.15)
(-4.16)
( .69)
(-1.27)
(-.24)
(-3.04)
(-2.01),

.58
-1.54
-.96

(-.53)

(1.93)
(-.78)

(4)

(1.22)
(-2.31)
(-1. 78)

1.20
-2.80
-l.60
b
b
b

b

.04
-1.39
.28
.10

e

(1.26)
(-2.62,)
(3.10)
(1. 86)

.07
-.66
.44
.11

e

"f

Equality
(3) and (4)

Modified
Smal!-.S~ple

(1.24)
(-2.11)
(-1.61)

.57
-.56

.42
-2.38
-1.97

.43
.61
.77
.13

-.32

e

(.911)

(2.67)
(-2.72)

1. 78
.02
2.49
2.96
3.66
-5.29

( .48)
(-2.04)
(-2.33)

.67
-1.11

-.44

-.01
.40
.17
.18
-.004
-.06
-.03

-5.28
-3.49
.07
-1.42
-.05
2.02

(-1.68) .
(1. 82)
(-1.39)
(-.09)
(1.77)

-.58
.02
.04

-1.99
.04
. - .94
-.24
.82
-1.05

(~2.81)

-.24
.03
.62

.24

(-1..70)
(5.02)
(-.25)

b
b

(7)

(-1.93)
( .09)
(-.77)
(1. 71)
(-2.84)
(.004)
(-4.96)
(-4.23)
(1.15)
(-1.72)
( .19)
(-3.05)
('-2.42)

.27
-.15
.33
-.01
.0003
-.22
-.56
3.55
-1.Y7

-1.13
.03
-1.14
.51
1.50
-3.70

ESlL:liltnr~

b

(1.15)
(-.61)
(2.37)
(1.06)

-.11

e

Large Sample
with

( 10)

(5)

e

e

(-1. 50)
(1. 59)
(-1.27)
(-.17)
(1. 50)
(-3.02)
(3.53)
(-2.07)

b
b

Stored Data
from
Laq~e Sample

(1.49)
(1.88)
(2.44)
(3.08)
(3.69)
(-1.92)

2.13,1
2.251
2.21,1

1.90
-.52

(3.21)(-1.98)
(-.59)
(1.68)
(-1.56)

-.LS
-.35
.002
- .28)
-.24
-.18

.45
1.07

1.20

2.06
-.31

b
b
b

Tests
of
Equal tty
(6) and (7)
(IS)

(1. 36)
(-1.37)
(-.65)

-.25
-1.40

(- .03)
( .12)
(1. 49)
(.53)
(-.63)
( .35)
(-.25)
(-.68)
(-.24)
(.08)

-1.21
-.03
-1.40

(-.38)

(-.55)
(-.22)

-.35
-2.221
-2.19(

(-.22)
( .46)
( .03)
( .48)
(.77)

-.81
-.46
.52

-.30
-1.76
-1.58

(-.28)
(L..03)

(.85)
(1. 76)
0.16)

(-.17)

-1. 78
-1.82
-1.53
-.38

tABLE 1 (CONTINUED)

18.

English Teacher's Experience,
>3<1,£

English Teacher's Experience,
>10
20. Math Teacher's Experienced,f
21. Social Studies TeachEJ. 't
National Exam Score '
22. Math Teacher's Education
Beyond B. A. d
Math
Teacher's Race
23.
.: Pupil's Race f
24. Percent Black Teachers
25. Remedial Education
Expenditures
26. (25) x Low Achievement
Low Ach . .: 1
.27- Class Size ;; 32
28. (27) x (8)

.14

( .18)

3.93
.16

(2.50)
(1. 34)

.11

(2.01)

4.15

19.

(8)

=

34.

35.

.03
-.04
--.01
-8.29
•.66
-1.69
1.62

(8) = 15

32.
33.

L85

-.17

-4.99

5

(8) =. 10-

294
30.
31.

e

Attending a K-8 School
Percent Black Students
(7) x (30)
(7) = Black
Percent Black Students ~ 50
(7) x (32)
(7) = Black

4.52

.m

.32

(2.34)
(1.19)

Relative Income Change in
School Feeder Area,· 1960-70
School Enrollment
Constant

~2
F

Note:

Dependen~

Variable:

3.31

(4.26)

e

e

(3.54)

-8.71

(-2.39)

e

-.08

(-1.83)

9.03

42.73

.11

(1.84)

1.40

.03

6.83

(-.52)

.15

.16

(.57)

.10

.02

(.27)

.91

e

(2.90)

.72

(3.39)

1.58

(-.31)

e

1.17

(LIS)

-.16

(-3.54)

.03
-.04
-.02
-8.37

(-1.87)
(-.67)
(-3.11)

.60
-5.37

(1.88)
(-4.30)

-2.37

.63
-4.80

(-2. lI2)
( .27)
(3.43)

e

(-3.07)

b

e

1.13

e

-22.66
-.03

(.44)

b

e

e

9.00
.32

(1.60)

( .40)

e
e

e

13.59
.32

.19

1.13

~.79

e

·(-3.12)

.11

(-3.69)
e

.02

.82

.65

e

e

(- .38)

-.21

_.. 03

.12

e

(-1. 72)

(-.51)
(;50)
(-1.99)

~.-o4

(3.76)

(1. 55)

(2.20)
b

.60

(1.89)
(-3.72)

(2.10)
(-4.05)
(-1. 74)
(.70)
(3.28)
(1.66)

6.19

b

-2.69

(1.77)

(2.97)

(1.61)

.07

(1. 56)

-.08

(-.9.?)

-.01
-.24
.40

(-.08)
(-2.21)

.16

(1. 75)

(2.89)

.30
12.93

(1.10)

-.74

-.34

-2.761

.02
-.002
.02

(3.06)

(-.15)
(1. 71)
(1.11)

1.95
-.23

(-1.32)

-.79
-.36

(.85)
(-.77)

-1.51

(-1.45)
(5.00)

4.36
.01
.03
.04
-.02
-.06
-.08

-1.43
-3.211

(-3.95)1
(-1.86)

.84
-.26

( .42)
(.59)
( .93)

-.58

(-.20)
(-.66)
(-1.13)

2.081

e
e

e
e

-1.70
.58
27.80
.29
8.94

-3.32

3.85
-.01

-2.54
;35
30.65

Eighth Grade Iowa Test of Basic·Skills (Composite) Minus Sixth Grade Score.

aSources of data are listed in the Appendix.
bNo comparable data are ava~lable for the other samples.
cIn the samples described by columns (3) and (4), the variable tised is· Average

,)ail y

At tendance in the pupil's school.

dIn the samples described by columns (3) and (4). the variables used are the average quality characteristic of the relevant gr0 1Jp ,;f :ead:ers in the
pupil's school.
eNot significant at the t=.OS level.

Variable not included in equation.

fVariables for which e5ti~tors were developed.

I Null hypothesis test reveals significantly different results.
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because of incomplete data, these consisted of 1,541 eighth grade pupils
in 52 schools.

Step Two involved testing the hypothesized relationship

established in Step One, the result of torturous experimentation with the
small, pupil-specific sample, on this virgin data.
In many respects, the data were of the same quality:

Information.

on individual pupil test scores was matched to data that were available
on tapes of individual records.

These included data on sex, race, address

(to match family income estimates with block income estimates), and

schools attended.

As in the small sample, these data were matched with

characteristics of the schools and their principals.
But, as is the reality in social science experimentation, some data
differed:

information about the teachers each pupil had was not available

on the tapes.

Instead, pupil data were matched with the averages of the

teachers in the school in the relevant grade and subject.

lbus, MarY.

Smith's scores could not be matched with the number of years of experience
of Mr. Jones, her eighth grade Math teacher (the detail;of data available
in the small sample), but with the average years of. experience ·ofi. the eighth
grade Math teachers in her school.
w'ere also unavailable:

Pupil-specific data on attendance

Mary Smith's scores could not be matched with her

unexcused absences, but only with the average daily attendance of her
school(s).
;1

!

An equation, paralleling the "best-fit ll equation of the small sample--

:1

j
:1

i1

using the best directly availa.ble substitutes for pupil-specific data--is

'il

,
"il)"
'!

M

The,;

our first replication or testing of the hypothesized relationship.

,
results of the calculat:i.ons are in

Table 1, Column (3).

The use of

.:,~i
:;1
~i

'~;,j

I

'ij ,

.' I

:;j

~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I

I
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aggregated data--means, rather than individual observations--does not,
of course, result in biased estimates.

The errbrs are uncorrelated, so

i.t is entirely legitimate to compare the r.esults of the sample using
some averages as data with the original experimental sample.
C.

Stored Sample From Large Sample
This sample is made up of 465 eighth grade pupi.1s from 50 schools.

These were drawn randomly from the sample taken from the Philadelphia
School District pupil files and, figuratively, were stored away in the
bank vault.

The hypothesized relationship developed from the pupil-

specific data of the small samples was tested on these data, as it was
on the 1,541 observations of the large sample.

Since the samples were

from the identica.l population, the variables matched exactly.

The results

of this replication are shown in Table 1, Column (4).
D.

Large Sample With "Corrected" Aggregate Data
The pupils included in this sample are the same as those in the large

sample, but correction factors were developed for the non-pupil-specific
data.

To improve upon the aggregate nature of these data, estimators of

pupil-specific data for teacher qualities and attendance were created,
using the information available from the small sample.
This approach can be though of as a way to deal with missing data,
a problem common to many multivariate analyses.

One standard approach

is to eliminate missing data using either list-wise deletion or pair-wise
deletion (method of moments) •. Another approach, and the one used here,

10

is to estimate (replace) missing data.

Replacing missing values by

averages (means) is a well-known way of estimating missing values, and is
essentially the method implied in the large and stored samples.

It can,

however, result in inconsistent estimates.
Instead, the missing variables can be regressed on the available
variables •. This approach "minimizes the incompatibility of estimates "-the Mahalanobis distance from each case to the mean is near its minimum
[Frane, 1976].

Problems are present with this method if the missing

observations are nonrandom, in which case the use of conditional means
may be required [Heckman, 1976].

These difficulties should not apply here,

however, since the method is applied to a random sample.
Another approach, when the data are "unobservable," is to use maximum
likelihood ·methods to estimate coefficients for unobservables, using
unobserved components methods.
analyzing sibling data.

These methods are particularly useful in

They are less useful here, however, since (1) the

large number of inputs used in this study would create problems of
identification, and (2) the methods constrain the parameters to be linear
[Taubman, 1977; Chamberlain and Griliches, 1975],. and.. nonl:i,near specificaUo'
are extensively explored in this study.
More specifically, the problem in this study was to estimate an
equation of the form:
A.

~

= Y.ep. +
~

~

X.S.
~

~

+

E.

~

where
i

= ith

A

= Achieving (eighth grade score

pupil

._-~-~._-----------------~.

----

mh'lilB

:'?ixthgrade. score)
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Y

= Data

x=

in the small sample for which estimators will be created

Vector of variables available in both the large and small .sample
in the same form

~

= Coefficients

of the Y'vector

S = Coefficients of the X vector
e:

= Error

term

The problem was that there were missing data on Y •
i

However, there

was a data set (the small sample) which had information on Y. for pupils
1.

in that sample.

So, for each of the Y. variables, we estimated an equation
1.

.using the small-sample data, where each Y. was a dependent variable and the
1.

independent variables included the following:

(1) the X vector--a set of

variables describing socioeconomic characteristics (sex ofrstudent,;for:'
example), school characteristics (enrollment of school, for example), and
student body characteristics (proportion of black studerits, for example);
(2) match-up variables to the Y. variables (the average experience of eighth
1.

grade English teachers in a school matches up with the experience of each
pup.il's English teacher, for example); (3) additional variables available
in both the large and small samples.

Single-equation ordinary least

squares was used to estimate the equations, which all had the same righthand-side variables.

The selection criteria for the set used were the

2
adjusted R s and the t-.statistics.

Estimators and residuals were

calculated from these regressions for the small sample.
A test of the correlation between the. residuals and the independent
variables of the equation A.

1.

= Y.1.ep.1. +

X. S .

1. 1.

+ e:.,
was made to avoid the
1.

multicollinearity and associated problems of bias of estimators in the
equation of interest.

One wanted to find, of course, no correlation.
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The V s (the error term of each estimator equation for each
i,j
observation in the small sample; j = estimator, i = observation for
each pupil) were multiplied by the corresponding coefficients,
the small sample equation.

~.,
1

from

This vector multiplication, VA., resulted in a
.

1

J,

\

scalar (weighted error term) for each observation (pupil) in the small
sample.

These were regressed with the residual for each pupil from the

(~.).
1

2
The adjusted R for this equation between

the error terms was -.0017.

It was assumed, therefore, the E(vE) = 0;

small sample equation

that is, there was no covariance between the error terms.

Next, the

coefficients from the estimator-generating equations in the small sample
were used to create estimators for each pupil in the large sample.
In order to permit better evaluation of the estimation procedure,
an adjustment was made for the additional variance caused by the estimation
procedures for the estimator.

The ratio of the variance of the original

sma.II-sample equation, S2, to the variance of the small-sample equation using
E

d
·
t h e estlmators,
S2 ~ , was compute.
E'!'V

This scalar 9 was then used. to adjust

the variance-covariance matrix and generate new coefficients.
This procedure, then, was the one used to generate this set of
estimators (proxy variables) for the large sample:

unexcused absences of

pupils, rating of the undergraduate institutions attended by the Social
Studies and English teachers, experience of the pupil's English and Hath
teachers, scores of each pupil's Social Studies teacher on the Nat:tonal
Teacher. Examination, and a match-up of the race of pupil and Math teacher.
A regression was run using these e.sU.mators as substitutes for the

aggregate data in the large sample,

---- ----------

.

--_.~.~-~_.-----_.

te8i.:in~r

th.e hypothesized relationships
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developed for the small sample.

The results are in Table 1, Column (7).

To compare the two sets of results, some modifications in the original
small sample had to be made,because there were some data which ,were not
available in the large sample and for which no reasonable match-up existed
(third grade score and country of birth).

The modified small-sample results

are in Table 1, Column (6).

2.

SU}frUffiY OF FINDINGS
The fundamental priors that some school and teacher inputs help

learning growth, and do so differentially, were tested in one hypothesis-developing experiment and three replications involving Philadelphia junior
high school students.

Did the "answers" differ?

Interestingly enough,

most "answers" were consistent throughout the replications.
were only similar, and some differed substantially.
.
10
160k s at t h e data, t h e same cone 1USlon emerges

Some, however,

No matter how one
school resources help

learning; organizational and teacher characteristics affect learning
growth, and the negative effects ,of Race and Income can be traced through
their impact on the student's ability tO,absorb particular school inputs.
The Hanswers" emerging from each experiment are laid out in Table 1
in Columns (2), (3), (4), (6), and (7) in the form of coefficients and
t-statistics.

11

Equality of coefficient tests, Columns (5) and (8), were

performed to test whether or not answers from the different experiments
12
differed.
Comparisons 'that failed the test are checked. But these
significance tests do not, of course, provide anywhere near perfect

14

'guidance for interpreting the results.

The pupil-specific sample that

we used'to,deve10p oitr hypothesis is a "worked-over" sample', ·so the
t-stati8tic6 in Column 2 shou'ld be read with the recognition that they
are overstated, reflecting the understatement of the standard errors.•
The· t..."statist:Lcs for·the remaining samp'lesare more consistent with the
underlying assumptions of significance tests, how.ever.
equality' (Columns [SJ and

r8~)

The tests of

need to be interpreted with the recognitioJ:!,

that the standard errors of the samples will differ because of differences'
in sample sizes.
A pragmatic regression strategy calls for using all the results,
the approp'riate caveats, in the final interpretations.

.These are laid out

'j

in Table 2, where the findings from the first experiment, with pupil-speci

Most of the estimates of the effects of genetic and socioeconomic
inputs appear to be robust.

At the junior high ages,' only the low achievi

males have slower achievement growth than their female counterparts.
When an early achievement measure is included (third grade score), the

,., .
impact of the end-of-elementary-grades score (sixth grade .score) shows

regression toward the mean; where all earlier achievement is reflected in
one score only (sixth grade score), the effects cancel out.
pupils from

dif~erent

The prior

economic and racial backgrounds respond differential

to school and teacne-r inputs is confirmed :·s.ixth grade score (achievement
shows no separate eff~ct on achievement growth, apart from the effects
.•, .
traced through other inputs; being black is associated with less achieveme
growth, but where.the effects of being black are traced through interact10

..

_--_._--_.,_ .. _--... _ - - - _ . _ - - -

TA£LE 2 ~ COK?ARISON OF FINDINGS-OF PUPIL-SPECIFIC SAMPL~ WITH THREE OTHER SAMPLES
OF PHILADELPHIA EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS, 1969-71
Replicationb

Pupil-Specific Samplea

Genetic and

Socioeconomi~ Inputs

Low achieving males have lower achievement growth
than low achieving females; higher achieving males
and females show no difference.

Sex

6th Grade. Score

Race

Income

Unexcused Absences

Residential Moves

School Inputs:

Same findings.

Starting score shows regression t~ward the mean.

Same findings from equations with pupilspecificity. (No evidence of regression toward
the mean in equations without pupil-specificity.)

Race of the pupil is not directly associated with
achievement growth, though it does interact with
school inputs.

Same findings from eguations with pupilspecificity. (Being non-white is negatively
associated with achievement growth in equation
without pupil-specificity.)

Income of the pupil is not directly associated
with achievement growth, though it does interact
with school inputs.

Same findings from equa~ions with pupilspecificity. (Income is positively associated
with achievement growth in equations without
pupil-specificity.)

Unexcused absences are negatively related to
achievement growth--the higher the achiever, the
greater the loss.

Same findipgs from equations w~th pupilspecificity. (Different va~iable-average
daily attendance-supports results in equations
without pupil-specificity.)

More residential moves are associated with less
achievement growth for middle and high achievers;
law achievers were unaffected.

Dissimilar findings: More residential moves
are not associated with achievement growth of
low, middle or high achievers.

Teacher QUality

Rating of Teacher's College
Social Studies Teacher

Being taught by a Social Studies teacher who
attended a higher-rated college is associated
with greate.r achievement growth (or higher achievers;
middle and low achievers were unaffected.

~~e findings
5£ecifi~l!Y.

from
(~o

e~uations ~ith pu~!

association In equation
without pupil-specificity.)

"rAiilu:
!~ache~ ~slitl ~Cont!nued)

School Inputs:
Im&1ii!lh

2 (tONTHnJ£D)

Being taught by a,J English teacher

'1:~cl'atilr

~"ho.

litt'i!nded a

higher.-rated college is associated with greater
achievement li:ro~"th for high adl:leVel:B, lesa

achievement growth for low achievera.
achievers we~e unaffected.

of

!~~~ID

8

~ame

findings.

~pe~ienca

English 'l'e:aciH!T

More experience iss associated with higher
achievement growth (the significant association
1a vith teacher& ~ith 10 or more years of experience).

Similar findings: Same Jeneral finding, but
data did not permit explvring impact of 10 or
more years of e~periEnce.

¥..ath 'reache:\

Being taught by 8 Math teacher w1th more experience
is associated (though not strongly) with higher
achievement growtn.

Similar findin~: Same general finding, but
stronger findings from equation without pupilspecificity.

Socl~l Studie~ T~c1~~

Being taught by G Soci81 Studies teacher ~ith more
expericnc~ io not associated ~!th achievement gro~th.

Same findings.

Being taught by ~ teacher ~ho scored h!gherr on a
NTSS Exam Is associated with higher achievement
growth.

Same findings fram equations with pUpJ18pecificit~.
(No association 1n equation
without pupil-specificity.)

Being tQught by 8 teacher ~ho scored hi8he~ cn
a ~lEE is no~ asoociated ~ith achievement growth.

Same findings.

Being tau~hl: by s Kath tcachel: who scored higher

Same

~~,2

on

~at1onal 7c~che~s

So.:...ill Si',::";··::iie.-;

E!~gHs?r.

&<::h

Exam

on a NTME is not nssociated with
growth.
CalE'll~

GraG\1;lt~

achievem€~t

fleing taught by ~ teacher who 5~o.ed hl&he~ on
a NIE is not aS8ociat~d ~ith achievement g=owth.

findilig~.

Same findings.

!:,jucetllon

l-tat'h

-,~'

findings for high ~chievers: Dissimilar
findings for middle and low achievers.

Middle

Being taught by g Math teech~r ~ho attended
highe~-dated college is not associated with
3chievement growth.

Nath 1'eac;,elr

Sam~

't~<:.hQ'I:

'E~ing teughc @1' at Kat'h t~tJlcher: <11th rnore g;:-aauate
e4ucatlon"le not ~Bgociated with dchlcvema~t ~rowth.

§nme findings £~oro equations ~ith ~upjl

~rtfic1ty.

_qu_c.1.aa.

(Ncgstive "''''''ociat.l1on "..fn

_.:Lth.oouc PUP'1..l-#s:-re1L"1C'J!.~~_'>

••

-~:j

TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)

School Inputs:

Teacher Quality (Continued)

; Social Studies Teacher

~~~lish

Teacher

Race of Pupil
~ath Teacher

Race of

Being taught by a Social.Studies teacher with
more graduate education is not associated
with achievement growth.

Same finding.

Being taught by an English teacher with more
graduate education is not associated with
achievement growth.

Same finding.

Being taught by a Math teacher of the same race
is positively associated wtth a pupil's achievement

Dissimilar.findings.
in bther.equations.

No eVidence of association

growth.

Race of Pupil = Race of
English Teacher

Being taught by an English teacher of the same
race is not associated with achievement growth.

Same finding.

Race of Pupil = Race of
Social Studies Teacher

Being taught by a Social Studies of the same
race is not associated with achievement growth.

Same finding.

Percent of Black Teachers

A higher % of Black teachers is negatively
associated with achievement growth.

Dissimilar findings. No
tion in other equations.

School Inputs:

evid~nce

of associa-

Non-Teacher School Quality

Remedial Expenditures Per
Low. Achieve r

More remedial expenditures were associated with
higher growth for middle and high achievers, but
were not related to achievement growth for low
achievers.

Similar findings. Positive association w~th
learning for middle and high achievers confirmed, but positive association for low
achievers found in all other sa~ples.

Class Size ~ 32

Being in a class with 32 or more pupils is most
negatively associated with achievement growth for
lower income pupils; higher income pupils were
unaffected.

DissWlar findings. LOIier income pupils
showed no association between learning and
class size, as did higher income pupils.

K-8 Elementary School

Attending 8th grade in a K-8 school is associated
with much greater achievement growth;

Same findings.

School Size

Size of school has no association with achievement growth.

Same findings from pupil-specific samples.
(Negative association in samples without
pupil-specificity.)

{!i>

TA.I:lLE 2 (CONn~Fr:o)

School- .Inputs:

~on-Teacher .School

Quality (Continued)

Ex;;..:rience and Education
of Principals

Additional experience, degrees, and credits of
education of principals are not associated with
achievement growth.

Same findings.

Physical Condition of
School

Attending a school with fewer pupils per lab, in
better physical condition, or. newer is not associated with achievement growth.

Scime findings.

An increasing % of Black pupils ih a school up to
50% has no association with achievement growth for
Blacks or non-Blacks.

Same findings.

An increasing % of Black pupils in a school from
50 to 100% has no clear association with achievement growth for Blacks, but a negative association
for non-Blacks.

Dissimilar findings. No association found
for Blacks or non-Blacks.

a school with a higher relative income
change is not associated with achievement growth.

Same findings from' pupil-specific samples.
(Negative association in samples without
pupil-specificity.)

Peer Group Eff"cts

% of Black Pupils

Change from 196" to 1970 in
r.elative Income of Feeder area

~ttending

aSummary of results in Table 1, Column (2).
bSurnmary of results in Table 1, Columns (3) - (8).

ii"'_~R;i·{i'i~4\j~iJ4.~~H-S:;"jis";7~'J~"":"0:i&C>"'1·;'i'!*Y~!"'i<
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with other inputs, no residual effect remains; similarly, students from
higher-income families have more achievement growth, but where the
effects of income are traded through interactions with other inputs,
no residual effect remains.

Motivation (the number' of unexcused absences

is the surrogate measure) is clearly associated with achievement growth.
Certain qualities of teachers--using a rating of undergraduate
institutions, years ·of experience, score on National Teacher Examinations,
and amount of graduate education, as quality measures--have clear bearing
on the achievement growth of students.

The evidence suggests (1) that

high-achieving students benefit most from being taught by English and
Social Studies teachers who received their undergraduate degrees from
higher-rated institutions, (2) that students benefit from being taught
by more experienced English and Math teachers, (3) that the National
Teacher Examination scores are not associated with student learning,
except for Social Studies teachers, (4) that more graduate education for
teachers is not associated with achievement growth in any of the subjects,
and (5) that a match of race between pupil. and teacher is not reflected
in more or less learning.
There are a number of clear associations and nonassociations between
~spects

of the school other than its teachers and junior high school

student achievement growth:

a positive one between remedial education

expenditures and learning for students\ with high ability, a positive one
between attending a K-8 school and achievement growth, none between
additional experience, degrees, and credits ·of education of principals and
student learning, and none between the measurable physical·conditions of

.:"';

the school and learning.
while the sample

wi~h

The class size debate must continue, however: 13

the most ideal data shows that classes larger than

32 are negatively associated with the achievement growth of low-income
pupils, the other replications do not support this finding.

The only

consistent finding in these samples is that higher-income students are
unaffected by the class size.
Finally, we find, over the four samples, the consistent result that
variations between

a

and 50 percent black in the racial mix of the schools

were not associated with learning changes for.blacKs or nonblacks; neither
was there a discernible relationship for blacks in the range of 50 to
100 percent black; for nonblacks in the more than 50 percent black schools,

no robust finding emerged.
It is clear, in this sorting out of robust findings, that whether or
not the sample has pupil-specific data is a major determinant of whether
or not a result is replicated.

When the school inputs are pupil-specific,

either obtained originally or estimated (Columns. [2·], [6], and [7]) most
of the findings ,are repeated.

The exceptions are the ones relating to

the impact of the nuniber of residential moves, the percentage of

bla~k

j
~l

::::::r::
fall away.

:l:::.::~e:::nl:::::::::c::::l::t:n:r:O::ttn:o:nteds~pOmeC:l:f:lCe:d::l~n::::ki
.•

:.i,I_.,:.:

Most strikingly, if the school inputs are

~

terms of the pupil, the SES results are significantly altered--being nonwhite
or poor assumes excessive impod:o:n.ce.
It is equally clear, as one 1111gh"1: ("xpect, that while we gain in

I'~If

;-'t

certainty as the replication procedure d0'volops, we lose in the number
of conclusions \,'-e ca.n be confident about.

:i
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3.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
What policies are suggested by the priors in relation to the results

of the hypothesis-developing pupil-specific data set?
a.fter the replications?

What policies remain

The empirical results of Table 1 and the inter-

pretation of the results of Table 2 are translated into suggested policies
in Table 3.

Column (1) lists the prereplication advice and Column (2)

the postreplication advice for helping to maximize achievement growth
between the sixth and eighth grades.

An additional type of replication

is grafted on to this table; in it we ha.ve noted the results from a
previous study by t4e authors (1977) of third to sixth grade student
achievement growth in the Philadelphia School District.

An asterisk

in Table 3 indicates that this elementary school study had results
leading to the same policy suggestions; a check indicates that the
elementary school study had results leading to similar policy suggestions.
So--it seems appropriate to generate some enthusiasm for action in
a policy suggestion which has a Same
checks in both columns.
storms.

in Column (2), and asterisks or

Such a findil1g has weathered a fairl",number of

There are, a good number of such findings on the list, relating

to pupil motivation, teacher qualities, class size, qualifications of
the principal, and physical characteristics of the school.
Any enthusiasm for action, of course, must be confined to the
Philadelphia School District.

Whether or not such policies would

emerge from studies of other school districts is an item in a research
agenda, not a known piece of information.

-~
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TABLE 3.

PRE- AND POsTREPLICATION POLlCY SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING

SIXTH TO EIGHTH GlW>E ACHIEVEMENT GROWTH"
IN THE PHILADELPHIA SCHOOL DIStRICT

Pwereplication

*

Poatreplicatioa

*

Lse the ~mber of u~excused absences of a pupil as a trouble signal.

,

f Rearrange assignments or. hire teachers of the "softer" subjects so that those from higher-rated
culleges are placed with the.high-achteving pupils.

Sallie.

I Same.

and Math teachers is warranted in terms of productivity.

I Same •

l'o;.t: ri,e Snctal Stud il'S Natiunal Te.qch~r- EX'am score as a predictor of teacher ability tei improve
o\-er-ill a,;hit:'.'em"nt growth. The common and other subject exam scores are not useful indicators.

Same.

Hit~er

•

.

pay ror

~0re ~xperienced Engli~h

i

* Differential pay for teachers
* Policies in teacher placement

who have education beyond the B.A. is not warranted.

-*

Same.

*

Same.

I

should riot include matching teacher's race to pupil's race.
i

Al1Gcate the. Black teachers in a school system evenly among schools, if the objective is to
give each student body an equal impaft of racial balance of staff.

* Use

criteria, other than achievement,
as the basis for aliocating. Black
teachers.

i

*

The evid2nce that the experience and ~ount of education beyond the B.A. of principals· has no
payoff for student ~chievement growth, should be borne in mind in determining hiring and salary
crite~_a~

.*

Same.

i

I
I

Efforts to reacn the low-achieving target group should be increased, because remedial expendi-.
. t"urcs are not:. helping those for whom ~hey are intended.

Sam~,

but remedial expenditure help low
achievers, too.

I

I As school systems try to cope with deplining · enrollments, the finding that having an 8th grade

I Same.

part of the elementary school is the fost productive organization, is an important input.
,I

"ave class sizes less than 32 in sch~ols with many low income students, and large classes in
.schools with man¥ high' income student~.

I Larger classes do not have a negative
effect.

I

Impact on achievement growth is not ~ useful criteria for determining schJJl size.

,I

Integration levels of schools do tlDt :seem to affect achievement.

*

Additil~nal

*

expenditures on plant and equipment

aTC

Assign students to schools without
regard to racial mix.

not warranted in terms of puril learning.

Duplicated in a study uf 6th grade stuc",nts by tt,e authors (I9J7).

/ .Smaller schools' might have a posit ive
effect on pupil achievement growth.

*

Same.

~·l·artiail\· dupli":lll-J in.1 study.,1 6th grad,··stud(:ntsby the'duthors l1977).

4.

CONCLUDING REl1iL."R..KS
Our examination of several types of samples of Philadelphia eighth

graders yields some conclusions about what helps them to learn and some
conclusi.ons about hO'V7 to learn what helps them to learn •
.In broad terms, the results reaffirm the conclusions of prior
,
econometric work and partially developed educational theory that some 'school
and teacher inputs affect student learning, and that they do so differentially.
The strongest results of the replications described suggest that, in
Phj_ladelphia at least, sixth to eighth grade learning is significantly

affected by the experience of teachers, by the quality of the undergraduate
institutions teachers attended, by the grade organization of the school,
and by remedial expenditures.

The -results suggest that the number of

unexcused absences is a useful signal of trouble.

And the results

suggest that there are a number of costly items that do not have a
payoff in learning growth:

educatlon of teachers beyond the B.A., small

classes for most students, experience and education beyond the B.A. for
principals, and physical characteristics of the school.
Methodologically, we conclude several. things.

First, it seems clear

that pupil-specific data are essential to illuminating the relationships
between inputs and learning--aggregate measures of school inputs
exa~gerate

the role of socioeconomic factors, render most school inputs

impotent, and do not allow investigation of differential response to
school inputs.

Second, using a small sample of pupil-specific data to

develop pupil-specific proxies for a large sample of aggregated data provides

I
______ ~_ ..

._._.

.._.

I

._J
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a cheap and productive way of moving towards more disaggregation, where
the pupil-sped.fic data are not easily available.

Th:i.rd, encouragement

needs to be given--in education, as in other fields where large
qaantities of public resources are spent--to developing large, easily
ava.ilable data bases which are disaggregated, longitudinal, a.nd have
wide geographic coverage.
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APPENDIX

The definitions~ X's and a's ofea.ch of the variables in Table 1 are
I

The X's and a's are presented

listed here with the corresponding row numberso

for the independent variables of the small (SS), large (LS), stored (STS) samples,
~;,..".,.,.,~,,,,c.,,-,.,~,",.

and for the estimaturs of the large sample (EST).

The bracketed letters following

SS and LS are key letters to the sources listed at the end.
The X's and a's for the dependent variable, the difference between the
eighth grade and sixth grade scores, are: SS[A]:

x=

x = 12.88,

13.04, a 8.91; STS:
1.

Sex:
LS [A]:

2.

3.

=

8.53; LS[A]

female, 1

=

X

= ma1e~

= • 4 7,

a

SS[B]:

X = .46, a = .50;

= •50 •

Interaction of Sex with dummy variables.

o = non-low

= low achiever (sixth grade score

achiever; 1

X=

.98"a

Third Grade Score:

Score on Iowa Test of Basic Skills given at the
SS [B]:

X

= 32.26,

a= 8.35.

Quadratic formulation of Third Grade Score

6.

Sixth Grade Score:

Score on Iowa Test of Basic Skills given at the

end of the sixth grade.

Race:
a

= 14.72;

SS[B]:

STS:

X=

53.21; a

X = 55.95, a

Dummy variable, 0 = nonb1ack, 1

= .46; LS[A]:

5.1).

= .15.

5.

X = 57.08, a

~

Dummy variable, 0 = no, 1 = yes.

Second Generation N.ative Born:

end of third grade.

7.

11.72, a

a = 9.16.

• 49, a = .50; STS:

X

=

(1) x Low achievement:

SS[C]:
4.

Dummy variable, 0

X

X = .63, a

=

.48; STS:

= 13~26;

LS[A]:

= 14.44.

= black.
i = .66,

SSIB]:
a

X = 069,

= .47.
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8.

Income:

Estimated family income (in thousands).

X = 8.07, a
a

9.

=

=

2.35; LS[D,E]:

X::::: 9.22, a== 3.00; STS:

X

=

9.03,

2.139.

Unexcused Absences:

Average of annual number of unexcused absences

over two years, 1969/70 - 1970/71.

i

SS[D,E]:

= 4.37~

SS[1"]:

X

= 6.25,.a

7.86; EST:

a == 5.62~

Or Average Daily Attendance:

Average for two years, 1969/70 - 1970/

of the percentage of average daily attendance in pupil's school.

i = 83.21, a
10.

=

4.58; STS:

(9) x Sixth Grade Score:

i

=

83.11, a

=

L8

4.23.

Interaction of sixth grade score with

unexcused absences.
11.

Residential Moves:
1969 and 1971.
STS:

12.

Total number of residential moves of pupil .between
X == .20, a = .52; LS[A]:

SS[B]:

X = .36, a

=.• 70;

i = .34, a = .67.

(11) x Sixth Grade Score:

Interaction of sixth grade score with

ntrffiber of residential moves.
13.

Rating of Social Studies Teacher's College:

Gourman rating of eighth

grade Soc:tal Studies te8c.he:r.' 8 lHH:1ereraduat8 college.

= 415.8,

a

= 6103;

EST:

X::::: Lf14,.0,

of Soeial Studies teachers' colleges:

(j

:::

34.7.

58 In, I] :

Or school X of ratings

S'ehool average of GoUl:man

ratings of all Social S tud:Les 'teachers' undergradua.te colleges.

X= 433.9,
14.,

cr =35.0~ STS:

(13) x Sixth Grade Score:

X

1..S [H,l):

X ~ 435 2, a ~ 36.4.
0

IliteY.'B.c.tion of sLxth gra.de scoX"e H,i.th

rating of eighth grade Soc:1..Bl Studies Tea.che,r' s college.
Or inte-ractiol1 of si.xth gr'c;;,Je Gcore \d-th BclHJol Xof ratings of
Sod,HJ. Studies te'·.l.chers

i

colleges.

-------------------~-~----------'---~

I
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15.

Rating of English Teacher's College:

Gburman rating of eighth grade

English teacher's undergraduate college.

-

8209; EST:
Or school

X = 40605,

Xof

(J

=

SS[H,I]:

X

= 421.7,

"(J

=

47.7.

Ratings of English teachers' colleges:

School average

of Gburman ratings of all English teachers' undergraduate colleges.

X = 430.2,

LS [H,I]:
16.

(J

= 33.9; STS:

(15) x Sixth Grade Score:

X = 432.5,

= 42.3.

(J

Interaction of sixth grade reading score

with rating of eighth grade English teacher's college.
Or interaction of sixth grade reading score with school X of ratings.
of English teachers' colleges.
17.

English Teacher's Experience:

eighth grade English teacher's

experience, in years up to 11.

x=

6.08,

(J

SS[IJ:

X = 5.51,

= 3.13; EST:

= 2.13.

Or school X of English teachers' experience:

School average of all

English teachers' eA~erience (in years up to 11).

& = 1.95; STS~
"18-19.

(J

i = 5.56,

(J

English Teacher's Experience

LS[I]:

X=

5.78,

=1.84.
~3~10:

Two additional pieces of a three-

piece linear function (spline) of eighth grade English teachers'
experience with corner points at 3 and 10 years.
(0, years of
Or school

e~erience

Xof

-3).

(18) = maximum

(19) = maximum (0, years of experience -10).

English teachers' experience -3:

Additional piece of

a two-piece linear function (spline) of the school average of all
English teachers' experience, set to equal maximum (0, average years
of experience -3).

.~-- - ~ - - - - - ~ - - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ -
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20.

Math Teacher's Experience:

eighth grade Math teachers' experience,

in years up to 11.

X = 5.26,

S8 [1]:

a

= 3.10;

EST:

X

= 5.58,

a = 1. 98.

Or school X of Math Teachers experience:

School average of all Math

teachers' experience (in years up to 11).
a

21.

= 1.97;

STS:

X= 5.36,

LS[1]:

X = 5.56, 0 = 1.84.

Social Studies Teacher's National Teacher Exam Score:

eighth grade

Social Studies teacher's score on the National Teacher Exam in
Social Studies.
o

SS[1]:

i = 64.58, 0 = 5.96; EST: X = 64.15,

= 4.18.

Or school X of Social Studies Teachers' Exam score:

School average

of Social Studies teachers' scores on the National Teacher Exam in
Social Studies.

LS[1]:

X= 63.90,

0

= 3.17;

X = 63.98,

STS:

o = 3.14.

22.

Math Teacher's education beyond B.A.:

Number of additional credits

beyond the B.A. of the eighth grade'"Hath teacher.
o

=

SS[1]:

X

=

1.41'"

.53.

Or school

X

of eighth grade :Hath teachers' educat'ion beyond B.A.:

School average of eighth grade Ifath teachers extra cr.edits beyond
the B.A.
23.

X

LS[1]:

Math Teacher's race

= 1.44,0 =
= Pupil's

is same as pupil's race,
EST:

.36; STS:

race:

° = 'no,

1

X= 1.40,

~ighth

= yes;

a

=

.33.

grade Math Teacher's race

SS[1]:

X

=

.38, a

=

.49;

X = .45, 0 = .40,.

Or difference betweenPerce.nt Black Studen.ts and Percent Black
Teachers:

Absolute value of the perce:o.t black pupils minus percent

black teachers in pupil's scfH)ol.
STS:

X= 34.45,

0

=

18.74.

18 [.T ,K]:

X "" 33.85,0 = 17.54;
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24.

Percent Black Teachers:

Average percent black teachers in schools
S8[K]:

pupils attended, 1969/70 - 1970/71.
.LS[K]:
25.

X=

33.33, a

= 18.10;

STS:

Remedial Education Expenditures:

X

X= 34.38,

26.

=

24.06; L8[L]:

X

= 47.05, a

(2) x if Low Achiever:

a

0=16.7;

= 18.42 •

Expenditure in pupil's school on

remedial education per low-achieving pupil.

a

= 35.7~

=

88[L]:

X

38.58,

=

X = 46.45, a = 36.91.

38.02; 8TS:

Interaction of remedial expenditure per low

achiever with dummy variable; 0

=

non-low achiever, 1

=

low achiever

(6th grade score.::. 5.1).
27.

Class size> 32:

Average number of pupils per classroom unit

reporting attendance in pupil's seventh and eighth

0 = class size < 32, 1 = class size »32.

variable:

a = .45; LS[G]:

X

=

.33, a

28.

(27) x Income:

29.

Attending a K-8 school:

STS:
30.

SS[M]:

X= .04,

=

.47; STS:

a

X

=

=

.20.

X = 60.20,

(30) x Race:

=

X = .29,

.48~

attending an eighth grade in an elementary

=

=

.29; LS[A]:

a

X

=

.06, a

=

.24;

Average percent black students in school

pupil attended, 1969/70 - 1970/71.

31.

.35, a

SS[G]:

Dummy variable, 0 = attending eighth grade not

.09, a

Percent Black Students:

L8[J]:

X=

Dummy

Interaction of income with class size> 32.

in an elementary school, 1
school.

grade~

= 39.31;

STS:

SS[J]:
X

X= 65.64,

a

= 36.04;

= 64.37, 6 = 38.03.

Interaction of pupil's race with percent black students

in school.
32.

Percent Blacks in school>

50:

Second piece of a two-piece linear

function (spline) of percent black students in school with corner
at 50%; set to equal maximum (0, % Black - 50).

30

33.

(32) x Race:

Interaction of pupil's race with percent black students

in school (-50).
3q·.

Relative Incoine Change in School Feeder Area:; 1960 70:

Income of

M

•

student's school feeder area in 1960 relative to X income of
Philadelphia ... same ratio for 1970.
LS[~]:

35.

X=

.06, a =.08; STS:

School Enrollment:
SS[G]:
STS:

Sources:

X

SS[E]:

= .05,

(J

X = .03,

(J

= .06;

= .08.

Number of pupils enrolled in school.

X= 1632.54,

(J

= 585.07; LS[G]:

X = 1704.20; a

=

514.29.

X=

1676.44, a = 532.96;

[A] School District of Philadelphia (SDP) Pupil History Files;
[B] Individual Pupil Records, Form EH-7; [e] Individual Admission
Application Form, EH-40; [D] SDP 1960-70 Pupil Address File;
[E] Authors, 19"8;

[:In SDP Roll Sheets; [G] SDP October Honthly

Reports; [H] Gourman Report; [I] SDP Pennis File; [J] Em:ol1Tllent,
Negro and Spanish-Speakin.g in the Phila.delphia Public Schools;

[K] Summary of Personn.el in the Philadelphia Public Schools;
[L] Detail of Proposed General Fund School Operating Budget;

[M] Fanus E-83 and E-84.
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NOTES

lUenriTheil I1971] suggested that "a plea can be made to divide the
available observations into three parts, the first of which is used for the
choice of the specification, the second for the estimation, and the third for
conditional prediction based on the estimated equation in order to verify whether
the method actually works!l [po 603].

And Carl Christ [1966] observed that

!lin time-series studies the two main virtues of predictive tests--extending the
number of observations with which a model is confronted, and doing so in a ,.;ra.y
that prevents us frOID choosing the model in the light of knowledge of the data
with which it is to·be confronted-can be attained by fitting the model to all
the data in question just as well as they can be attained by fitting to some of
the data and predicting the rest."
the situation may be different.
than in time-series studies.

But, he continued, "In cross-section studies

Here the sample is typically very much larger

We can therefore divide an available sample into

,two parts, each containing hundreds or thousands of observations, one part to
be used initially to help suggest the form of the model and the other part to be
used later as a test

of

the predictive ability of the model chosen.

It is not

difficult to make that division so as to prevent our knowledge of the entire
sample from influencing our choice of the model" IPe 548]

0

2Edgar L. Feige {1975], in an article on the incentives created by professional journal editorial policies, commented:
oft~n

"Unfortunately, we have all,too

come to associate 'poor' results with the .lack of achievement of statistical

significance and 'good' results wj.th the achievement of statistical significance.
~

A

...

it is undoubtedly encouraged by implicit journal editorial policies which

assign a.considerably lower probability of acceptance for publication to empiri-

..
"
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cal studies which report 'negative' or, more correctly 'nonsignificant' results
[po 1291]. _
3In the landmark Hobson v. Hansen case, Circuit Judge J. Skelly Wright

of the Distric Court "held that Superintendent and Board, i.n operation of publ'
school system in Dis.trict of ...columbia, unconstitutionally deprived Negro 'and
poor public school childr.en of their right to equal educational opportunity wi
white and more affluent public
D.D.C. 1967].

schoo~

children" [269 F. Supp. 401 (1967), p.40

In the follow-up suit Judge Wright conveyed his disaffection wi

the opposing testimonies of expert witnesses:

"the unfortunate if inevitable

tendency has been to lose sight of the disadvantaged young students on whose
behalf this suit was first brought in an over-grown garden of numbers and char
and j

argq.J1~

• The reports by the experts-one noted economist plus assista

for each side-are less helpful than they might have been for the simple reason
that they do not begin from a common data base, ·disagree over crucial statisti
assumptions, and reach different conclusions" [327 F. Supp. 844 (1971), p.859,
D.D.C. 1.971].

Also, see Sunnners andlVolfe !l976], B'erk [1977], Summers and

[1977] for an ,exchange on the use of statistics in the courtroom.
·4 Some of the data, such as test scores and sex, are unambiguously

to the pupil.

Other data, such as the class size and teacher background, are

treated as uniform for all students in the classroom.

If students in the

class are handled differently--receiving more or less of the teacher's
example--the'data are ~ot then literally specific to the p~pil.
5
We have developed a procedure described in an article by the authors

[1978] using 1970 Philadelphia Census data for estimating block income.

The

estimates were generated from data on block 1I:!ean housing values, block mean
contract rental values, tract distr.ibution of block contract rental values,
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tract distribution of income values.

The block income appropriate to 'each

pupil was taken to be his or her family income.

This procedure involves:

(1)'

forming the cumulative distributions of data :eor each tract of owner-occupied
housing values, contract rental values, and family income; (2) converting these
cumulative distributions into relative distributions (percentiles); (3) determing for each block the percentile in the tract distribution of mean owner,)

,

occupied housing value and the percentile for mean contract rental value; (4)
i

determining the corresponding normal deviate arguments; (5) adjusting these by
the regression coefficient for the tract between housing and income data for a
cross-classified 20 percent sample; (6) assigning percentiles to the adjusted
arguments; (7) finding the income values fo'r thes percentiles; (8) adjusting
for differences in the income distribution of renters and owners; (9) averaging
two' 'inc'ome yalues for each block.' The procedure ·was carried out for black
and nonblack income and housing distributions, and each pupil was assigned an
'income estimate on the basis of his or her race.
6De f·1n1t10ns,
..
X-, s, cr 's,d
d ·1X.
an sources 0 f t h e data are i n t h
eA
ppen
7
These were the subjects all students were required to take.

8The Go urman rating, published in The GOurman Report (Phoenix, Arizona:
The Continuing Education Institute, 1967) was used.

It is' a rating based on the

Undergraduate programs of nearly all colleges and universities in the United
'States, with information drawn from professional societies, commercial publications,
foundations, etc., as well as the institutions themselves.
include:

The areas rated

(1) indivi:dual departments, (2) administration,' (3) faculty (including'

student/staff ratio and research), (4) student services including financial and
honor programs, and (5). general areas such as facilities and alumni support.
The Gourman rating is a simple average of all of these •

.

_--~----

--------------------------
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9

'

We could proceed this way because we had tested to be sure that there w

no covariance between the variance of the' estimators and the variance of the'
small sample equation.
TIle san~ general conclusions were reached for

lOsee the authors [1977].
elementarys'chool-

students'~ ,,-

llForinteraction variables, the t-statistics in the table indicate only
whether or not there is a significant difference in the impact of each input
among different types of students.

'Tests of the form:

e=

W?,re.. !l.~E;g.._to. :det.ermine ,the specific :values of the interaction terms at which
th~ re~ults

were significante

Thee values for a full range of these inter-

action term values are shown in.Table 1.
l2 For the

. bl es W1t
. h out 1neract
. t
i on tees
h t t

var~a

'~t

=

t 00 k

th e f orm:

"
" + 6
61
2
1Ma + "2
1

°1

where Sl is the coefficient of the experimental sample, Sz is the matching
,~oefficient

of the replication sample,
'"

, of the experimental sample, and er
replication sample.

• . 1 .• '

f

,.~

Z

er

l

is the standard error of the

coeffi~

the standard error of the coefficient of t'

For variables with interactions, the test was of the fo

.. ,

'.

where the terms with l:as a subscript refer to the experimental sample, and
terms with 2 as a subscript refer to the replication sample.

,t
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l3Areview of the results on class size is fully detailed in a recent
Educational Research Service Study (1978) which ·concludes:

"There is general

consensus :that the research findings on the effects of class size on pupil
achievement across all grade levels are contradictory and inconclusive." (po68)
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